Introducing eBillingHub Insights

GRAPHICAL REPORTING THAT DELIVERS ACTIONABLE INFORMATION

Are your invoices getting paid in a timely manner? Are you getting new rejection messages? eBillingHub® Insights provides you with vital data in easy-to-read graphical reports that can help you pinpoint billing issues and rejections and improve electronic billing. eBillingHub Insights offers out-of-the-box reports and will evolve quickly to include reports modeled on your feedback. Working in collaboration with our clients, we are delivering the insights you request to help you quickly take action and improve profitability.

DELIVERING THE DATA THAT’S MOST VALUABLE

- Quickly view billing status in easy-to-read graphical reports that replace table-only reporting
- Drill down into insightful details on operational metrics in a matter of clicks
- Save time and quickly share overall billing health with C-levels through easy-to-obtain snapshots of important data
- Enjoy a newly updated user interface, accessible in all modern browsers
- Pinpoint billing issues and guide decision makers on solutions
- Discover the data that matters to you and help to evolve future reports based on your needs

eBillingHub—the pioneer and leading electronic billing solution designed specifically for law firms to help them prepare, submit, track, and manage electronic invoices to improve and streamline billing processes.

Contact your account representative to learn more today.
INTRODUCING eBILLINGHUB INSIGHTS

REJECTION SUMMARY REPORT

- Summarizes rejections by client, biller, and more
- Displays rejection error codes in an easy-to-read graphic pie chart that can be drilled down to individual sections
- Error code pie chart is accompanied by a panel that includes line item records, date of rejection, invoice number, and owner of matter
- Summary charts enable firms to determine reasons for rejections
- Option to see details in both graphical and tabular format
- Report exporting option in Microsoft® Excel® or csv

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE REPORT

- Provides an overview of accounts receivable status
- Shows graphical views of invoice status such as e-billed, approved, voided, paid, and rejected, with the ability to drill down on each
- Pie chart displays invoice aging
- Summary charts show invoice status by office location, client, and count and date

To learn more about eBillingHub Insights, contact your account representative.